Literacy P7 Home Learning Grid
Tools for Writing (Grammar)

Story Writing:

Talking & Listening:

Handwriting:

Hunt for colons: and semi-colons;

Visit the Pobble365 website and

Design your own chocolate bar.

in books, magazines and online
articles. Find at least 3 examples

write a short story each day

What is it made of and what

How many different words can
you create out of this author’s

using the picture stimulus or

makes it special? Who would buy

name: Jacqueline Wilson? Write

write a longer story over the
week. Edit and improve as you go,

it? Make a short 1- 2 minute talk
and present to someone at home.

your words in cursive. For a
challenge put them in sentences,

Letter Writing:

Instruction Writing:

Poetry:

Choose a friend/ family member

Use an activity that you are doing

Research a poet e.g. Michael
Rosen, Robert Burns and write

of each and write them down. Can
you create your own examples?

Diary Writing:
Keep a diary each day. Maybe
write a few pages about what you
did, or even just a sentence to
highlight the best thing about
your day. Don’t forget to
illustrate it.

or somebody in your community
who would appreciate a letter.
Write to them and include as
much information as possible.

Newspaper Writing:

Play script Writing:

Watch Newsround and create a
newspaper article based on what

Create a play for you and

you have heard. It could just be

sure you add in stage

based on what has happened in
your house.

your family to act out. Make
directions etc.

at home e.g. cooking, baking. Write
instructions for how you did this.
This could be making a cup of tea,
teaching a sibling a skill.

Story Writing:
Research Japanese Storytelling
(Kamishibai). You can use a
shoebox to create a different
setting for each part of the
story. You could always make

your own poem inspired by
something you have read.

Write a tweet:
Watch Newsround and write a
140 character tweet about
what you’ve heard.

puppets!

Spelling:

Tools for Writing (Grammar)

Presentation:

Script Writing:

Write down ten words you would be
unsure of how to spell from your

Using apostrophes for singular

Present your country booklet

Write a script for your own movie

to your family or read it to

idea. Remember when writing a

book. Write these words in a story
or make a mini dictionary with their
meanings.

and plural nouns. Write 5 silly
sentences which all use
apostrophes.

someone. Share your favourite
parts of it.

script to put character name on
the left, directions and actions in
brackets (whispers) (moves away)

